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By Dr. RobertPeltier, PE

he fallout from California's electricity
crisis of 2000/2001 continues to be
felt four years later. The state's
deregulation bomb was built by mixing
equal parts price regulation, plant construction delays, regulations prohibiting longterm wholesale power supply contracts, and
gross mismanagement by public officials.
The fuse was lit by the market-fixing
shenanigansof a few traders, and consumers
took the brunt of the blast.
But Californians are a resilient lot, and
their future now seems brighter with a
larger-than-life governor, a solvent Pacific
Gas and Electric Co., renegotiated long-term
supply contracts, and the commissioning of

a few new power plants. However, the
state's energy future still is clouded by the
lack of a comprehensive planning approach
for new generation.
A quick analysis of data from the California Energy Commission (CEC) web site
reveals the depth of the problem. Since the
advent of deregulation in 1996, the CEC has
approved 53 new plants with a total capacity
of just under 22,000 MW. Only half (27) of
these projects have been completed, representing 9,808 MW currently in service and
another 1,825 MW due to come on-line
soon, in time for this summer's
peak
demand. On the surface, these numbers are
appealing, but their beauty is only skin-deep.
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1. local
The 31 Q-MW Magnolia Power Project in Burbank,
California, is a prototype for a new generation of urban power plants that also help stabilize
the regional grid. Courtesy: Burbank Water and Power
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Too little, too late
A closer look at CEC figures reveals recent
downturnsin project applicationsand capacity expansion. Since October 2003, only four
new projects totaling 541 MW were submitted for approval. And no new CEC-approved
projects went on-line in 2004. According to
CEC data, only 13 projects totaling 4,867
MWof capacitywillbe ready to be commissioned by 2008-not nearly enoughfor a state
whose annual load growth is 4% and whose
summer peak demand exceeds 45,000 MW.
Exacerbating the problem, California's
electricitysupply system is old (40% of power
plants in the state are at least 40-something),
and its reliability continues to rely heavily
(20% in 2004) on kilowatt-hours imported
from nearby states. As a result, the impact of
anticipated new capacity must be put in context. For example, the unfinished 1,050-MW
Mountainview Project that Southern Califomia
Edison (SCE) bought from AES early last
year and is hurrying to complete by later this
year will just offset the planned retirement in
2006 of SCE's 900-MW share of the coalfired Mojave Generating Station.
As you can see, planning California's electricity future is as frustrating as trying to
assemble a jigsaw puzzle with several pieces
missing. Even worse, occasionally, pieces
thought to be in place suddenly disappear.
Here's one example: This year's first Southern California Stage II power alerts were
broadcast on July 21 and 22 when 2,000 MW
were lost when a Utah plant tripped unexpectedly. At the time of the loss, an estimated
4,798 MW of in-state capacity were out of
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service, dropping the region's reserve margin
for hot-weather conditions to near zero. CEC
projections indicate that Southern California's
operating reserves could dip to -15% by
2009-well below the desired 7% margin.

Public power serves its people
Looking forward, the good news for some
Californiansis that the state's public power
systemsremain in control of their destiny.
MarcieEdwards, president of the California
MunicipalUtilities Association(CMUA) and
generalmanagerof the AnaheimPublic Utilities department, says, "California's publicly
ownedutilitiestake their mandate to plan for
theircustomers' needs very seriously. While
"~_"'".""'

the state's investor-owned

utilities were in

the strategy would appear ideal for replacing
generating units that are being retired at urban

turmoil, public power entities were insulated
from the deregulation fiasco and continued to
focus on what they do very well: generating
and delivering electricity." According to the
CMUA, California's publicly owned electric
utilities serve nearly 30% of California's load
and are expected to average 23% to 26%
reserve margins this summer.
Like privately owned systems, public
power utilities have at their disposal several
strategies for serving consumers efficiently
and cost-effectively. To meet those goals, one
generation option long favored by planners is
siting new plants closer to demand centers.
Known as load-centered generation (LCG),

sites. In theory, LCG has the potential to
reduce the complexity of an already tedious
plant siting process by reusing a brownfield
site and its existing T&D connections and
auxiliaries. But in practice, NIMBY (not in
my backyard) syndrome has often made such
sites "off limits" to any new plant, even one
that will operatevery cleanly.
Proving that thoughtful financing, planning, and innovative engineering can
counter NIMBY, the $246 million, 310MW Magnolia Power Project (Figure I)
represents a prototype for urban LCG
development. Magnolia is the largest
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municipal power plant to be approved by
the CEC and built since 2000/2001. It is the
result of five years of planning, engineering, and construction; building began in
July 2003 and was completed in February
of this year. First fire of the turbine was on
June 4, and at press time Magnolia was
well into startup activities.
As the host city and manager of the
Magnolia project, the City of Burbank
owns 31% of the plant and its output. The
cities of Anaheim (38%), Glendale (17%),
Pasadena (6%), Cerritos (4%), and Colton
(4%) have the remaining shares. The project was built on 4 acres in the northeast
corner of a 23-acre site on which Burbank
Water and Power (BWP) has been generating power since the 1940s.
To make room for Magnolia, two decommissioned units were tom down. In addition,

the site's existing electrical switchyard was
upgraded to GIS (gas-insulated substation) in
the same space to handle the increased power
output. Magnolia will do more than just provide electricity to the six cities that own the
plant. Its local generation also will improve
the reliability and stability of the regional grid;
although Glendale and Burbank are not members of the California Independent System
Operator (CAISO), they can ship power to
CAISO through other public power agencies.
Significantly, the Magnolia project required
no construction of off-site transmission lines.

Financial strength in numbers
On behalf of the six participating cities,
the Southern California Public Power
Authority (SCPPA), a state "joint powers
authority," is Magnolia's owner (see box,
p. 25). The beauty of this arrangement is

that it enabled construction of a power
plant much larger than anyone city
required. "[Magnolia] is a testament to the
ability of the six munis to cooperatively
plan and build an energy resource their
customers need," says Bill Carnahan,
SCPPA's executive director (Figure 3).
"This project takes advantage of economy-of-scale efficiencies," adds Ron Davis,
general manager of BWP, a past president
of SCPPA, and Magnolia's project director.
"Because the plant uses the most advanced
natural gas-fired generation technology
available, it is twice as efficient and produces 90% less air pollution than the two
units it replaced."
The plant design envisions Magnolia
being operated in baseload mode (8,000
hours per year or more) and being staffed
by BWP personnel on a 24-hour basis. To
reduce the impact of outages, planned maintenance will be coordinated with participating utilities during seasonal periods when
electricity demand is traditionally low.
Although BWP will operate Magnolia,
each of the six cities will schedule its offtake
of the plant's production each hour of every
day and supply its own fuel during those
times. In effect, this will allow the one large
plant to serve as six individual "smaller
units," providing scheduling flexibility for
each city. To that end, six separate heat-rate
curves were created to facilitate computation

3. leadership par excellence.

Ron
Davis, general manager of Burbank Water
and Power and Magnolia's project director
(left), and Bill Carnahan, SCPPA's executive
director (right) led the plant's dedication ceremonies on June 3. Courtes v: Burbank
Water and Power
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of each participant's offtake in nonnal, ductfired, and steam-injection operating modes.

State-of-the-art
CC
The key subsystems of Magnolia, which is
a straightforward lxl combined-cycle (CC)
plant (Figure 4), are: a combustion turbinegenerator and steam turbine-generator
(both from GE), an Alstom heat-recovery
steam generator (HRSG), a Puretec water
treatment system, an Aquatech zero liquid
discharge (ZLD) system, and a Marley
cooling tower. Other major suppliers of
equipment and services are listed in the
table.The plant's design allows for supplementalfiring in the HRSG and steam injection in the combustion turbine to increase
generatingcapacity from a nominal level of
120to 242 MW up to 310 MW.
On the generation side, Magnolia's
prime mover is a General Electric 7FA
combustion turbine-generator equipped
with GE's latest DLN 2.6 (dry low-NO,)
combustor. This unit has proven, in
dozens of applications, capable of limiting
the engine's NO, and CO emissions to 9
ppm each (Figure 5). The steam turbine is a
GE A-14 optimized for compatibility with
the 7FA, and the one at Magnolia is the
first of its kind to be commissioned.
Amongthe design advances included in the
A-14 are: high-reaction drum rotor construction, a steam inlet pressure of 2,100 psi,
optimized seal clearances, lower-pressuredrop steam valves, higher-efficiency
last-stage buckets, and better materials.
Firing of the HRSG greatly increases the
steam turbine-generator's efficiency and
output. The turbine's improved efficiency,
and use of its reheat cycle and variable firing rate, result in higher plant efficiency
over a wide load range than would throttling the turbine's high-pressure steam flow
at partial loads. Meanwhile, Magnolia's
combustion turbine is equipped with an air
inlet cooling system that can boost plant
output by approximately 9% on wann days.
Magnolia's designers selected an Alstom
triple-pressureHRSG optimized for cycling
andconstructability(OCC) to provide superior high-cycling duty and the lowest erected
cost (Figure6). This kind of unit costs less to
build, goes on-line faster, and delivers high
operational flexibility. In Alstom' s OCC
HRSGs, thennal stresses in critical components are minimized by using pressure parts
whosematerials are capable of maintaining a
unifonn temperaturedistribution.
The Alstom HRSG also features modularized components such as pressure parts,
structural steel, lagging and insulation,
stacks, stairs, and platfonns. According to
the company, this design technique typical-

4. Six-pack. Magnolia's power output willbe split among the six project owners according to their share. The plant is expected to operate about 8,000 hours per year. Courtesy:
Burbank Water and Power
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Iy reduces the number of field-welded pipe
connections by about 70%, from I ,060 to
about 300,
For a plant like Magnolia
that is
designed to be cycled, the details of its
HRSG are very important.
Alstom
answered the challenge by including in its
unit a number of design features that will
enable the unit to continue making steam
regardless of the plant's operating profile.
They include:

III A single row of tubes per header to
reduce thennal stress at the web joints,
III Finned tubes without bends to minimize
stressesin tube-to-header welds.
II Elimination
of division walls inside
headers to prevent the creation of high
temperature differentials.
. Flexible connections between sections to
minimize stresses.
III Multiple header connections to promote
unifonn flow through tubes.
27
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Generous drains carefully placed to
allow rapid and complete drainage of
condensate.
High-creep-strength materials (P91 and
T9l stainless steel) to reduce stress and
extend equipment life.
Alstom

5. Prime mover. Most of the electricity at Magnolia is generated by a General Electric
7FA combustion turbine-generator. It is equipped with a DLN 2.6 (dry 10w-NOx)combustor
capable of keeping emissions of both NOx and CO under 9 ppm. Source: Platts

6. Peak
Duct firing increases the plant's output from a nominal 120 to
242 MW in baseload operation up to 310 MW during peak demand periods. Source: Platts
28

chose Dallas-based

Peerless

Mfg. Co. to provide selective catalytic
reduction
(SCR) downstream
of the
HRSG. The SCR system utilizes aqueous
ammonia as the reagent. The ammonia is
first vaporized by recirculated exhaust
gases from the HRSG and then is distributed through ammonia injection grids
lances within the unit. The system is
warranted to meet the stringent emissions limits of 2 ppm NO, and 5 ppm
ammonia slip specified in Magnolia's
air-pollution
control permit. Its design
includes space for 50% more catalyst in
the event that further NOx reduction is
required in the future or to minimize catalyst replacement costs.

No wasted water
Along with using the latest in air pollution
controls, Magnolia uses reclaimed wastewater from the City of Burbank for all of
its process water needs. Because all of the
wastewater will be used on-site, none of it
will ever be discharged into the Los Angeles River. A ZLD system removes all of
the impure solids from the plant's cooling
water after it has passed through the cooling tower. The processed water is then
used for plant systems, and the solids are
transported to a landfill.
One of the biggest challenges was to
determine where plant water discharges
could be placed. After months of dickering with local water boards and getting
nowhere (even though the discharged
water would be cleaner than city water),
SCPPA bit the bullet and went with zero
liquid discharge.
There are two water treatment systems
at Magnolia: one conventional and one
for ZLD. First in the chain is Puretec' s
Reclaimed Water Demineralizer System,
which takes reclaimed effluent from Burbank's wastewater
treatment
plant
through four refining steps to produce
ultra-pure water that exceeds steam purity requirementsfor gasand steamturbine
process flows. This saves about 2 million
gallons of potable water each day that
would otherwise be required to operate
the plant's turbines and cooling water
system. The steps, in order, are microfiltration, chemical treatment, reverse
osmosis (hyperfiltration), and polishing
(ion exchange). The water treatment SY'POWER
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7. Waste

not, want not. Magnolia'szero liquiddischarge

system enables the plant to adopt a strict water conservation policy.
All of the plant's water needs, including those for potable water, are
served by water reclaimed from wastewater. Source: Platts

tem is installed under an owner/operator
agreement, with Puretec Industrial Water
(Ventura, Calif.) providing all system
O&M services.
Next in the chain is the ZLD system
(Figure 7) from Aquatech International
Corp. (Canonsburg, Pa.). It allows Magnolia
to recyclelreuse the processed wastewater
and adopt a policy of water conservation.
The Aquatech HERO/Crystallizer ZLD
process comprises the following steps:
water softening and clarification, multimedia filtration, ion exchange (weak
acid/cation units), decarbonation, reverse
osmosis (hyperfiltration), crystallization,
and sludge handling (Figure 8). Among the
advantages of the system are these:
II The ZLD system cleans the cooling
tower blowdown and turbine wastewater
that would be discharged at other plants.
Once the water completes
a cycle
through the ZLD system, the resulting
30

8. Zero means zero. Concentratedplantwastewateris either
crystallized or dewatered,
Source: Platts

clarified water is sent back into the cooling system, and the wastes are extracted
as solids for recycling and disposal.
II The HERO (high-efficiency reverse
osmosis) process recovers the water
using reverse osmosis membranes with
significantly less power consumption
than an evaporator-type brine concentrator ~ould require.
II This ZLD system can be kept in hot
standby mode to follow the operating
profile of the power plant. This facilitates operation and further reduces
power consumption.
II Because the Magnolia plant is located
within city limits, visual impact is a
major consideration. Aquatech's HERO/
Crystallizer process uses no piece of
equipment higher than 50 feet tall, so
the system can be tucked away behind
the cooling tower.
Marley Cooling Technologies (Over-

and all. resulting

sludge

is landfilled.

land Park, Kansas) supplied Magnolia's
cooling tower. The six-cell tower structure
uses fire-retardant pultruded fiberglass
components (rather than treated wood)
because fiberglass is immune to chemical
attack and thus requires no chemical treatment, which eliminates another toxic
waste to handle. Noise control also was an
important design criterion..The tower's
two-speed, single-winding motors allow
its 14-bladed fans to operate at a slower
speed, reducing the noise generated. A
heavy casing, taller fan cylinders, and air
inlet louvers also help to keep the tower
quiet.
The Magnolia project achieved a
remarkable safety record throughout its
construction, logging more than one million man-hours of work without a single
lost-time accident. Cal-OSHA recognized
the contractor, Aker Kvaerner Songer,
with a prestigious safety award to mark
this accomplishment.
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